4 Ways SmarterD Optimizes Your Cybersecurity Management

As an IT leader today, how do you stay ahead and evolve your cyber risk posture as your underlying exposures
are constantly changing? SmarterD is a collaborative cybersecurity management platform that sources data
from your siloed security tools to provide intelligent decision support, prioritized roadmaps and
program & budget management.

Step 1: Integrate and Analyze Your Security
Exposures

SmarterD's intelligent decision support gathers data from
existing tools and your countless spreadsheets, analyses
your security exposures and helps you make informed
decisions through a comprehensive dashboard customized
to your cybersecurity framework.

Step 2: Create an Optimized Roadmap and

Budget

Our prioritized roadmap and budgeting module helps you
translate your cyber risk exposure into an actionable plan
with business-aligned goals and priorities.

Step 3: Simplify Executive Communication
& Buy-In

SmarterD automatically provides a business context to
your security priorities and overall cybersecurity posture
helping you get your budgets approved. You can download
reports, presentations, and graphs directly from our tool to
better communicate "on what” and “how well” IT/Security
programs are performing.

Step 4: Execute & Collaborate

Program management translates your roadmap into an
execution plan enabling team and cross-departmental
collaboration. Key features include slack integration, email
notifications, jira and smartsheet integration, and
downloadable reports.

About Us
I was the former Vice President of Architecture at BJ's Wholesale Club. I left a high level executive role
because I had an itch to change the way CIOs and CISOs manage their security organization. My vision is
to bring intelligent decision making and seamless execution to every IT and security team in the world.
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